What some of our past Clients have said….
Amanda S.
"I can't say enough about Gina and Scott Collins. They are true professionals to work with. They
came in and did the photos for some upcoming advertising we are doing for our center and not only
took beautiful photos, but made everyone feel comfortable and at ease as well. They took a bunch of
women who don't like to be photographed and turned it into a fun filled afternoon that we all
enjoyed."
A Healing Stone Therapeutic Message Center, owner
Richmond, KY
April 17, 2014

"I only have great things to say about Gina and Scott!!!! They did engagement photography for my
fiancé and I (with only a week's notice since I was visiting Ohio) and were very accommodating and
helpful in helping us plan the shoot! The day of the shoot, it began snowing and I was very worried
that we wouldn't be able to get good shots because it was pretty cloudy and freezing cold outside.
Thankfully, I was definitely proven wrong!! The duo was so sweet and made us feel extremely
comfortable as we walked around the park. They took many amazing shots and had a great eye for
really "capturing the moment" while making my fiancé and I at ease around the camera. Despite the
cold, they stayed with us and were willing to do whatever was necessary to get the perfect photo!
Even after the session was done, both Scott and Gina were extremely helpful with posting the
pictures onto their online site and changing anything that we requested. Everyone who has seen the
pictures absolutely adores them, and we especially loved the creative pictures ideas that Gina came
up with (i.e. reflection of us in water)! We highly recommend Life Art Photography to anyone looking
for high quality photography! I know we definitely hope to work with them again in the future once we
move to Ohio! Thank you, Gina and Scott!"
Lauren S.
April 13, 2014

"Gina and Scott Collins were amazing! I truly appreciate the professionalism and the warm
personalities! They were both able to capture my husband and my very special day perfectly. They
were able to get everyone to relax for photos and take action shots as moments were happening
and make it completely enjoyable. They were 100% unobtrusive - simply amazing! Great people,

timely, professional and captured the day beautifully! They are also extremely flexible - I had them
the entire afternoon/evening. Prior to the wedding, they both also gave me really good ideas for
coverage for the day and are detail-oriented. They were able to give my husband and I suggestions
for types of pictures/events to cover during the day we honestly did not think about. We have only
seen half of the pictures they have taken, and they are gorgeous - can't wait to see the rest of them.
My husband and I both agree - we honestly can say this husband and wife team is the best fit for
any occasion and will capture those special moments beautifully - we couldn't have asked for better!”
Ashley C.
March 16, 2014

"I had a wedding dress that I never wore and choose to have some fun with it by doing a “Trash the
Dress” session. Scott and Gina chose a waterfall and creek area for this shoot and it was the perfect
place! Both photographers are very professional and you can tell that they love doing what they do.
As someone mentioned previously they both have different styles of editing which makes for a
wonderful and fun variety of beautiful pictures! I was so impressed that I decided to choose them for
a “Boudoir” session as well. Again, this session was so much fun! I loved that I could bring several
outfit changes and Gina did a GREAT job on my hair and makeup. The pictures have truly turned out
great and I can’t wait to see the book! I have and would highly recommend Life Art Photography,
LLC to anyone! "
Crystal T.
October 31, 2013

"Gina and Scott photographed my wedding. It was nice to have a husband and wife photographers
as that Gina could photograph the girls getting ready and Scott could photograph the guys getting
ready. They both have different photography perspectives so we got lots great shots. They took
photographs of the church, reception area and entrance so that we could remember how beautiful
everything looked. Gina and Scott are wonderful people and we had so much fun with them. Our
wedding pictures are beautiful. I am so happy that we picked Gina and Scott to be our wedding
photographers."
Lisa R.
October 22, 2013

